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Conclusions!!
The results of this course show that cooperative 
learning can be used for English study in the 
Japanese tertiary setting. The major course 
objective of developing confidence in intercultural 
communication was achieved through the 
cooperative approach. The willingness of some of 
the students to tackle more difficult intercultural 
communication genres, such as religion, may have 
been inimitable; however, this instructor was 
excited to see such challenges faced, and feels 
results like this open up the door for further 
research into amateur documentary filmmaking and 
how it can be used to develop intercultural 
awareness in the Japanese tertiary setting.!!
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Abstract !
This talk demonstrates a practical application for 
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) software in 
the EFL classroom, as a tool to facilitate 
customized pronunciation feedback and correction.  
The hardware used was the Apple iPad, and the 
software is Nuance's Dragon Dictation. As this 
software is designed for practical speech-to-text 
applications in the target language, it is ideal both 
as a gauge for speech accuracy as well as a 
feedback mechanism to aid pronunciation 
improvement. Using this software in conjunction 
with instructor feedback is seen as a potentially  
more effective alternative to the typical subjective 
feedback from the instructor (by itself), whether 
modelling/chorusing, using diagrams about mouth-
shaping and tongue positions or other common 
approaches. This paper will discuss how ASR/VR 
(voice recognition) mobile software was used for 
these purposes with Japanese 1st and 2nd-year 
University students, promising ways to build on this 
approach, as well as limitations encountered and 
expected. Also taken into discussion will be similar 
research with ASR/VR software applications for 
customized pronunciation feedback for EFL 
students.!!
Introduction!!
In today’s world, we have increasingly innovative 
ways to interact with technologies for solving 
problems. Voice controlled software is becoming 
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more prevalent as a means to achieve hands-free 
control of devices and systems. Speed and 
convenience are the oft-cited benefits received by 
users of this technology to control tasks such as 
emailing, telephoning or otherwise mining and 
controlling data. I downloaded the free application 
Dragon Dictation to my iPad in 2011, and after I 
spent some time exploring its functionality, the 
power of the transcription system and interface 
became apparent. !!
Other important background information informing 
this presentation was provided in handouts to 
attendees. The type of voice recognition or speech-
to-text technology most often used by consumers 
to accomplish everyday tasks usually has to do 
with dictating emails, transcribing audio content, or 
simplifying the writing process. As such, the 
software and algorithms designed for these 
purposes are typically known as speaker-
dependent systems, and are customizable to the 
speaker’s pronunciation, accent, and other 
idiosyncrasies affecting the accuracy of the speech 
detection. !!
The process of calibrating this software to the 
speaker’s delivery is known as training, and this is 
a main feature of the more robust desktop voice 
recognition (VR) systems (such as Dragon 
Naturally Speaking). Importantly, the software and 
device used for the EFL training application above 
is speaker-independent, as the goal is obviously 
different. We want the student to adjust his/her 
speech to match the expectations of the algorithm, 
since it is natural or native pronunciation that we 
are trying to achieve. !!
A speaker-independent system, Dragon Dictation 
(for mobile devices), transcribes your utterances 
into English (or any of 40 other target languages), 
and displays the sentences in real-time for 
immediate feedback. Speaker-independent means 
the algorithm comes pre-trained to recognize a 
range of speech from the selected region. The idea 
is that, as long as your speech is relatively clearly 
enunciated (for the region you select on launch), 
the software can detect your speech and transcribe 
the words and phrases accurately. In practice, 
overall accuracy is remarkable, although it 
understandably suffers when encountering certain 
accents, proper names or even poorly enunciated 
words. For the mobile (free) version of this 
software, utterances are limited to a few seconds of 
recording time, before a new utterance must be 
initiated.!!
Based on the feedback mechanism (transcript), the 
interactive nature (mobile device) and the relatively 
objective voice analysis method (the speaker-
independent VR algorithm itself), I saw a potentially 

promising teaching tool for my university EFL oral 
classes. I set up an initial program for my students 
as a voluntary game to earn bonus points, in order 
to make it feel less like a test. Being assessed 
while speaking in a foreign language into a 
machine is an intimidating process. !!
I used my own iPad in the class of about 10-15 
students. All the practice was done through my 
device only. Students were given some simple 
sentences as targets, and awarded points for 
whether or not the software captured the sentence 
as intended, i.e., how precise their pronunciation 
was.!
 !
Note about the target sentences: !!
To begin with, I created some simple sentences 
from the context of friendly conversation like, “It’s 
nice to meet you” and “Where are you from?” I was 
initially tempted to create target sentences made 
up of stereotypical phonemic challenges for 
Japanese speakers. However, for the limited use of 
this exercise and experiment, I wanted to try to find 
a balance between making the process enjoyable 
and motivating (as opposed to nerve-racking) and 
making the utterances themselves customized to 
the students’ needs, rather than to an assumed 
stereotype. Beyond the initial two warm-up 
utterances I provided to them, I encouraged 
students to come up with utterances they either 
had trouble pronouncing in the past or containing 
sounds they wanted to build confidence in. If they 
were at a loss, I made suggestions, with the above 
considerations in mind. !!
There were many cases where some words were 
correctly transcribed and others were not. My 
approach was to praise the accuracies while 
identifying and coaching the inaccuracies. This 
required close teacher monitoring throughout the 
process. !!
Outcomes & highlights!!
Many interesting outcomes emerged from 
experimenting with this process with three classes 
over a yearlong period. Below are program 
outcomes, highlights and commentary.!!
Students enjoyed the activity. Although initially 
reluctant to attempt to speak into the machine and 
have their pronunciation “tested,” students quickly 
warmed to the task, and were enthusiastic when 
they were able to demonstrate their correct 
pronunciation of simple sentences. From there, 
they were able to scaffold up in difficulty without 
having embarrassment or fear interfere with their 
willingness to improve and “beat the software.” 
Students’ accuracy was better than expected (just 
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using intuitive accuracy judgment) in some cases, 
worse in others.!!
There were many instances when I thought some 
pronunciation was not close enough to be identified 
by the algorithm, when in actuality it was. 
Conversely, there were words I thought were 
pronounced accurately enough, but the software 
could not pick them up. This points to the feedback 
value of a speaker-independent system to serve as 
a neutral set of ears to aid, rather than replace the 
role of the instructor. Not having set this up as an 
actual experiment, I didn’t interview students before 
or after the process about their confidence levels, 
expectation satisfaction or other factors that would 
be useful for future adaptations of this approach. In 
my talk I explained that my application of this 
software in my class, could only be characterized 
as experimentation with a small “e.” Nevertheless, I 
made an effort to be attentive to the specific 
pronunciation challenges, goals and achievement 
of the individual students, in the assignment of 
target sentences, my assessment and in the 
feedback and coaching process.!!
A few other takeaways from the 
process!!
-Enunciation was as important as pronunciation for 
the software to capture utterances accurately.!!
-Sentence level fluency and word stress was 
prominent.!!
-Identifying and addressing the source of errors 
was challenging for the teacher, and not always 
intuitive.!!
-Taking something like a T-T-T (test-teach-test) 
approach was valuable; reaching accuracy goals 
after trial-and-error yielded a strong feeling of 
accomplishment, as expressed by nearly all the 
students.!!
-Stereotypical R/L issues were much less prevalent 
than expected.!!
-The potential for guided self-correction, based on  
students’ analysis of the errors, is another 
approach worth exploring.!!
-Inaudible or unrecognized utterances were 
analyzed as proper names, numbers, or sometimes 
gibberish!!
-Although it was inefficient to have one practice 
device to share among the students, it was 
satisfactory for this limited experimentation and 
context (classes of 10-12 students).!!

Conclusion!!
In my talk, I pointed out that at least one other ESL 
educator (an American English language lab 
teacher in Lincoln Nebraska) has independently 
adopted a similar application of this software in her 
high school classroom. The teacher’s use of the 
approach with her FL students was coincidentally 
very similar to mine. In her class, however, each 
student practiced their pronunciation individually 
with their own mobile devices, and she appeared to 
do a bit less coaching on particular pronunciation 
attributes, based on the excerpts presented on the 
video (see References for a link). The excerpts 
demonstrating this teacher’s approach were too 
short to assess the depth and breadth of her 
practice sessions, what reward was offered, 
students’ progress, etc. Nevertheless, it is clear that 
there is both practical value to learners for 
pronunciation improvement as well as motivation 
and confidence-building by leveraging mobile 
technologies to aid oral skills practice in the EFL/
ESL classroom. Mobility is significant because a 
high percentage of students are using smartphones 
and other mobile devices in their everyday lives.!!
Coaching pronunciation effectively requires a keen 
ear for a range of sonic elements such as 
intonation, word stress and articulation, along with 
the ability to encourage and motivate learners 
through customized feedback. Technologies such 
as Nuance’s Dragon Dictation can serve an 
important support role in the classroom in this 
endeavor by providing objective pronunciation 
assessment, immediate feedback in a package with 
which the mobile generation is already familiar. As 
more research into this approach to Computer 
Assisted Language Learning (CALL) is pursued, 
teachers and learners alike look to be better 
empowered to leverage technology for practical 
pronunciation skills improvement.  !!
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Abstract!!
Close to 100% of tertiary students in Japan now 
own a mobile device. As language teachers, we 
may have considered using them for computer-
assisted language learning; however, navigating 
the vast array of mobile applications can be a 
daunting task. Moreover, given that student 
ownership of iOS and Android devices is almost 
evenly split, a teacher is often unable to choose 
applications that are accessible to the entire class. 
This paper shows details of a 2014 study in mobile 
usage trends (among Japanese university 
students) and derives input from a panel of 
educators who investigated mobile use in 
education for language learning purposes. Panel 

discussion and floor interaction revealed similar 
challenges across platforms, and possible solutions 
to these problems in teacher education and 
administrative cooperation.!!
Introduction!!
The report shares results of a 2014 study regarding 
trends in mobile technology, as presented at the 
2014 Paperless Innovation and Technology in 
Education conference. The findings suggest mobile 
assisted education is attractive to students. With 
teacher insight and administrative cooperation, 
successful integration of mobile technology into 
educational reform is feasible.!!
Literature review!!
There is argument among educators as to the 
value of mobile technology in education. A 2012 
article in Language Learning & Technology reveals 
that personal bias about mobile use can affect 
one’s interpretation of its innate value (Stockwell, 
2012).  This tendency to favor one medium at the 
expense of another is also observable among 
language learners. A 2008 study of students in 
Japan revealed that PCs were generally favored 
over mobile technology for use in language 
learning (Stockwell, 2008). A similar study in 2013 
has shown little change in student usage patterns 
with regard to mobile technology (Stockwell, 2013), 
yet, students continue to carry them and use them 
during and outside of class. This panel sought to 
identify trends in mobile device use among 
Japanese university students and specific attitudes 
related to their function as a potential language-
learning tool.!!
Method!!
An online questionnaire was distributed to students 
from five private universities in Tokyo during 
January 2014. Data was collected concerning 
device ownership, software adoption, frequency of 
use, and attitudes about mobile technology in 
education.!!
Participants!!
A total of 374 first and second year students from: 
Tokai University, Tamagawa University, Keio 
University, International Christian University and 
Waseda University responded to the questionnaire. !!
Results!
Tablet Ownership!!
Figure 1 indicates that 27% of students (81) owned 
a tablet device. Within this group, 45 owned an 
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